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Celestis Pets Overview 

The Most Unique Pet Memorial Service in the Universe 

 
Celestis Pets presents the first memorial spaceflight service for honoring a beloved pet by 
sending it on an unforgettable launch to outer space. Celestis Pets is a new division of Celestis, 
Inc., the pioneer and global leader in memorial spaceflights. Celestis has conducted twelve 
memorial spaceflights to date, launching human cremated remains to space, Earth orbit, and 
the moon. Celestis Pets offers customers a range of services that memorialize a symbolic 
portion of cremated remains or DNA on board commercial launch vehicles. The service is a 
uniquely compelling tribute that connects pet lovers everywhere with their animal companions 
on a cosmic journey. 

 
Our Story  

 
For years, Celestis received inquiries from pet owners around the world seeking to honor their 
special animal companions with a final journey among the stars. Celestis Pets is pleased to offer 
this service, conducted by an experienced team of pet-loving aerospace professionals.  
 
A memorial spaceflight is a unique and compelling way to honor your best friend and do 
something truly unforgettable. Many of our fans and customers note that a memorial 
spaceflight is a great way to contribute to the advancement of space exploration, a real tribute 
to the memory of your pet. All of our pet pioneers will fly with science experiments and 
spacecraft that advance human knowledge and protect the planet and its living creatures. 
  
Space travel will soon become a reality for humankind and there is no doubt that our best 
friends will make the journey with us! Celestis Pets is one way you can make that future 
possible. 
 

Our customers are invited to light the brightest candle in the world in memory of their pet as a 
lasting and unforgettable send-off. 

 

 

 

Apollo the Dog 

Celestis Pets' first “Animal Astronaut” 
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